We propose a data replication scheme on a random apollonian P2P overlay that benefits from the small world and scale free properties. The proposed algorithm features a replica density estimation and a space filling mechanism designed to avoid redundant messages. Not only it provides uniform replication of the data stored into the network but it also improves on classical flooding approaches by removing any redundancy. This last property is obtained at the cost of maintaining a random apollonian overlay. Thanks to the small world and scale free properties of the random apollonian P2P overlay, the search efficiency of the space filling tree algorithm we propose has comparable performances with the classical flooding algorithm on a random network.
Introduction
Although costly (bandwidth wise and/or memory side), data replication remains a crucial operation for distributed systems to ensure scalability and fault tolerance. Optimizing the data replication is needed to harness the expensive cost of creating replicas : there must be as few replicas as possible and these replicates should be wisely chosen and distributed. In unstructured P2P network [5, 9, 16] , most of the search strategies involves a blind query propagation leading to a cost proportional to the number of random nodes to visit, called the Expected Search Size (ESS) [6] .
In uniform replication, since data are evenly replicated, the ESS is minimized for high quantity of unsolvable queries [6] . This strategy can be achieved as follows: each time a new piece of data is inserted into the network, a fixed number of replicas is created and spread accross the network. This strategy is efficient in structured P2P networks [11, 15, 10, 7] because routing protocols allow to easily query for the presence of the data into the network. On the other hand, this approach is very costly to implement in unstructured P2P network since data presence can be answered only by querying the whole network, which is very costly.
A replication strategy that is lineary proportional to popularity is used in most unstructured or centralized P2P architecture designed to exchange files as it lowers the access cost to popular data. For low number of unsolvable queries, the best performance is reached when using the square root of popularity [6] . It is defined as follows: given two pieces of data A and B in the network, the ratio between the number of copy R A and R B of these data is the square root of the ratio of their popularity P A and P B : RA RB = PA PB . Freenet [4] achieves this replication mechanism thru path replication as stated in [6] .
In most P2P structured architectures, data can be replicated when a node leaves the network : the missing data is detected because of the direct relationship used to bind data to a node-location. This reactive replication only uses bandwidth when necessary thus leading to accidental surges of bandwidth use that can be a problem for overlying applications.
Proactive replication scheme anticipates this problem by wisely replicating data to balance the load over time [14] however at a cost of a slightly higher network traffic that can be tuned to a bandwidth budget (see also path replication scheme in Freenet [4] ).
We present in this paper a uniform replication strategy that uses a local replica density estimation. Because performances of the algorithm are linked to the exploration strategy, we also present an unstructured random apollonian P2P overlay that features non redondant exploration scheme. Next section introduces data replication by density estimation, section 3 presents random apollonian P2P networks, section 4 shows and discusses experiments and section 5 concludes this papers with suggestions for future work.
Data Replication by Density Estimation
Since the relationship between data position and node position in unstructured network is not defined as in structured P2P, the query language capabilities are not limited or constrained by any assumptions. In this study, we focus on languages with XPath-like [12] or XQuery-like [3] features. The more specific queries are, the least answers are returned: this also increases the number of unsolvable queries. As stated previously, uniform replication seems to be one of the best approaches when the number of unsolvable queries is high because it minimizes the expected search size. Because it may be difficult to detect missing data after a node departure, we focus here on proactive replication.
In this paper, we propose a uniform proactive replication scheme based on a local estimation of replica density for unstructured P2P networks where the average number of replica remains proportional to the (unknown) network size. This proactive strategy can be tuned to the amount of available network resources: nodes with higher bandwidth can replicate data more often than the ones featuring low bandwidth.
Principle
Our architecture is designed as follows: each user (node) n has two storage spaces. The first one is its home space E n in which all data explicitely downloaded by n or shared with other users are stored. The second storage space is a cache C n whose size is controlled by the users. C n is used by our architecture to store data replicas. In order to distributively maintain the correct amount of replica,
